On June 26, 1996, the Sunday Independent's crime reporter Veronica Guerin was shot dead by a motorcycle passenger as she waited at traffic lights.
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At 1pm on 26 June 1996 the Sunday Independent's crime reporter Veronica Guerin was shot dead by a motorcycle passenger as she waited at traffic lights.
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On June 26, 1996, the Irish journalist Veronica Guerin was gunned down.
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On June 26, 1996, the Sunday Independent's crime reporter Veronica Guerin was shot dead by a motorcycle passenger as she waited at traffic lights on the. Publish and be Damned Hot Features Interview Hot Press

Veronica Guerin: the life and death of a crime reporter / Emily O Reilly O Reilly. While Guerin was hailed as a heroine, the Sunday Independent denied any. How Hollywood Handled the Story Of an Irish Folk Hero


On 26 June 1996, the Sunday Independent's crime reporter Veronica Guerin was shot dead. The Sunday Independent denied any culpability in her death. Knocking Veronica off her Pedestal

Politico 6 May 1998. This week a new book, Veronica Guerin: The Life and Death of a Crime Reporter, is being published in Britain that claims Ms Guerin was. BBC News rope The second fall of Veronica Guerin Publish and be Damned. The publication of EMILY O REILLY's Veronica Guerin: The Life And Death Of A Crime Reporter has stirred up a hornet's nest in Irish

Veronica Guerin (5 July 1958 – 26 June 1996) was an Irish crime reporter who was killed by a motorcycle passenger as she waited at traffic lights.


erick journalist image is articulated and framed by two adaptations of her life, which. Emily () Veronica Guerin: The Life and Death of a Crime Reporter, Veronica Guerin: The Life and Death of a Crime Reporter, Emily O. On June 26, 1996, the Sunday Independent's crime reporter Veronica Guerin was shot dead by a motorcycle passenger as she waited at traffic lights.


1 Jan 1998. On June 26, 1996, the Sunday Independent's crime reporter Veronica Guerin was shot dead by a motorcycle passenger as she waited at traffic lights.